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Meet David Collas, the newly appointed General Manager at Mandarin Oriental,

Tokyo, bringing over 20 years of luxury hospitality expertise. His illustrious journey

with Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group commenced in 2010 at our flagship hotel in

Hong Kong, where he initially oversaw food and beverage. David served as a Hotel

Manager at Mandarin Oriental, New York, and General Manager in Mandarin

Oriental hotels in Atlanta, and Geneva. Tokyo now marks the fifth jewel in his

Mandarin Oriental crown.

Having savoured the picturesque view of Mont Blanc in Geneva for years, David

now delights in the beauty of Mount Fuji at Mandarin Oriental, Tokyo. An avid

skier, he eagerly anticipates exploring Japan's slopes, while his French roots draw

him to Tokyo's exquisite food and beverage scene. With a seamless fusion of his

passion for hospitality and cultural immersion, David's new chapter in Tokyo begins.

JOIN US IN WELCOMING OUR NEW 

GENERAL MANAGER, MR. DAVID COLLAS

YOUR GUIDE TO ENJOY THE

SAKURA SEASON

Explore Tokyo blooming in shades of pink in Sakura season, and revel in the cultural adventures

and natural wonders converge - where unforgettable escape awaits.

Tokyo, a vast and modern city that is commonly

associated with skyscrapers than nature, is

transformed every spring into a symphony of pink as

Sakura (cherry blossoms) season arrives. 

During the Sakura season, cities all over Japan is

adorned with cherry trees, gracing not just riverbanks,

parks, and gardens but also temples and side streets. 

 

Embrace the tradition of Hanami “flower viewing”,

and indulge in picnics under cherry trees, savoring

delectable bento meals and toasting with the finest

sake as you admire the beautiful blooms. 

Discover "Edo Sakura Dori" in Nihonbashi, adjacent

to Mandarin Oriental, Tokyo and enjoy where cherry

tree-lined streets, an elegant Hanami haven.



Embark on a captivating journey with "Totally Tokyo -

Sakura” at Mandarin Oriental, Tokyo. Immerse in cherry

blossom bliss: a 90-minute spa oasis with Essential Oil

and sakura-infused treatments, including a foot ritual,

Shiatsu-style massage, and a comforting rice bran and

green tea heat pack. Complete your retreat with sakura

green tea and a delightful serving of sakura ice cream,

fusing tranquility with gourmet indulgence.

For a culinary adventure, savour the award-winning pizzas

at The Pizza Bar on 38th. Elevate your dining experience

with an Italian twist at the exclusive 8-seat marble top bar,

indulging in our Executive Chef Daniele Cason's

Omakase menu - a masterpiece of gastronomic

excellence.

Enjoy the immersive dining experience at Tapas

Molecular Bar, where Chef de Cuisine Kento Ushikubo

merges molecular cuisine and fine dining into an art

gallery for the senses. "A dream you may or may not have

seen" is our latest menu theme, promising a whimsical

flavourful journey. Dive into an unforgettable experience,

where every moment is memorable.

“MUST TRY”  AT 

MANDARIN ORIENTAL, TOKYO

Shibuya Crossing, Ometesando & Harajuku

Tree lined main street shopping, Laneways such as Cat

Street, Meiji Shrine, Nezu Museum, later experience

Shibuya Crossing. 

Ginza Area

Shopping district for luxury stores or department stores

such as Mitsukoshi, Itoya, Ginza Six etc

Asakusa Area 

Senso-ji, the oldest temple in Tokyo and The Tokyo

Skytree landmark of Tokyo.

TeamLab Borderless

A world of artworks without boundaries, a museum

without a map created by art collective teamLab.

MORE TO ENJOY IN TOKYO

For inquiries, please contact

Ms. Kie Kasai, Director of International Sales   kkasai@mohg.com

Mandarin Oriental, Tokyo   2-1-1 Nihonbashi Muromachi, Chuo-ku, 1038328 Tokyo, Japan 

Website: mandarinoriental.com/tokyo


